


Seek happiness and learn from adversity.

THE Cause Has Never Been Stronger

Dali Lama received the Nobel 
Peace Prize, 1989, Oslo Norway:

“No matter what part of the world 
we come from, we are 
all basically the same human 
beings. We all seek 
happiness and try to avoid 
suffering. We have the same 
basic human needs and concerns. 
All of us human beings want 
freedom and the right to 
determine our own destiny as 
individuals and peoples. 
That is human nature!”
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The pursuit of balance in The Five Pillars of Wellness

Japan 1975: Nikken and a new definition for Success

Finances

PURPOSE
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SMALL CHOICES + CONSISTENCY + TIME = RADICAL DIFFERENCE

Daily choices and habits determine qualify of life

The Compound Effect



This is why the Nikken Products, Purpose and People Matter!

The 2020 Global Wellness Trends

Focus Shifts from Sleep to 
True Circadian Health

A $432 billion sleep market and 
we still aren’t sleeping well. 

Japanese Wellness
A marriage of revered traditions with 
innovative technologies has seen 
Japan go from 153 centenarians in 
1965 to 67,824 in 2017! The world is 
now watching and wanting to follow. 

Ageing Rebranded 
Positively Cool

They’re active, vibrant and more 
engaged than ever. A powerful 

demographic with major 
marketing potential. 

Mental Wellness and 
Technology
A new ecosystem of support to 
combat modern day issues such 
as burnout, anxiety, stress and 
loneliness. 

Source: https://www.globalwellnesssummit.com/2020-global-wellness-trends/



This is why the Nikken Products, Purpose and People Matter!

The 2020 Global Wellness Trends

Energy Medicine 
Gets Serious

Doctors and Wellness Practitioners are 
uncovering the potential of 

electromagnetics, light and sound 
interventions to heal your ‘energy body’.

The Wellness Sabbatical 
The need to strike a balance between 
wellness and the need to work is the 

central theme of the wellness 
sabbatical. 

The Science Behind the 
Industry
People are increasingly wanting 
to separate the wheat from the 
chaff in the wellness industry 
and are relying on science to 
back it up more and more. 

Source: https://www.globalwellnesssummit.com/2020-global-wellness-trends/

Growing ‘Searches’ Online
Direct Selling

Business from home

GIG Economy

Online Marketplace

Digital Marketing

Social Media

Zoom meetings
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Experience an environment committed to well-being

Discover The Nikken Wellness Home
Air   Water   Sleep Nutrition

Our pathway to Active Wellness
The Wellness Home creates an environment of well-being, inspiring 
us to make healthier choices everyday!

We can help others do the same and build a global wellness 
community.
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Nikken provides you with our leading edge, science based products and technologies helping people make sustainable changes that improve their lives.

Nutrition and skin care Environment Rest and Relaxation

Nikken Active Wellness Products: Science that replicates nature
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Nikken provides you with our leading edge, science based products and technologies helping people make sustainable changes that improve their lives.

Nutrition and skin care Environment Rest and Relaxation

Nikken Active Wellness Products: Science that replicates nature
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Every Wellness Home has a beginning.

Water Pack Energy Pack Sleep Pack

Nikken Wellness Home Packs are the perfect way to 

sponsor new Nikken Consultants and Customers into a 

life of Active Wellness. 

SAVE 

10%

An investment in your health is an investment in your future for: Good; Better; Best.

Live Active Wellness
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The Nikken Wellness Economy

Addressing the #1 cause of stress

Finances

PURPOSE
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Follow a proven process for creating change

Share Active Wellness to prosper

Start with commitment and 

plan to enjoy the Nikken 

Incentives on offer. Extra cash 

bonuses and luxury trips can 

be yours. 

1. Join Nikken

to enjoy the parts of Nikken 

that suit them best. Product, 

business or both. 

3. Invite People

Commissions, special offers, 

incentives, bonuses, 

recognition and luxury trips!

5. Nikken rewards and pays

the wonderful products, our 

business opportunity and 
the cause.

2. Share and Promote

No need for inventory, 

R&D, warehousing, 
operations etc. 

4. Nikken ships the product 

and does the tough stuff
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A pathway for personal economic stability

Collaborative Entrepreneurship – The Nikken Advantage

Easily integrates into 

your life 

No need to quit your job

Low cost of entry

This significantly reduces the 

risk you take

Turn-key Entrepreneurship 

system 

Follow a proven model for success 

in business

Leadership 

development plan 

Develop both your business 

and yourself!

The perfect ‘gig’ 

Not just trading time for 

money. A gig built on purpose!
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Amazon
Leverage their platform – connect

more people

Uber
Leverage their platform - connect

more people

Nikken
Leverage their platform - connect

more people and Multiply

Leverage and Scalability
Engaging and Empowering People in the Online Marketplace



A complete e-commerce suite included with $19.99 Consultant account
Share from virtually anywhere!



A Business with a 
built in plan!
Free products, cash bonuses, local 
holidays, lifestyle rewards

And so much more…



Community Support System to sustain growth
Leverage: Easy as ABC 

Develop yourself and your team through the 

Nikken Global Support System
Mentors and coaches. Meetings and events. Tools and 

trainings. Websites and webinars

Silver Training
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Every home a Wellness Home. Which option is best for you?

Discover it. Live it. Share it. 

Customer Consultant Influencer




